VIP grafted sterically stabilized liposomes for targeted imaging of breast cancer: in vivo studies.
Targeted delivery of radionuclides and therapeutic agents to specific biomarkers of breast cancer has important implications for the diagnosis and therapy of breast cancer. Vasoactive intestinal peptide receptors (VIP-R) are approximately five times more expressed in human breast cancer, compared to normal breast tissue. We have used VIP, a 28 amino acid mammalian neuropeptide, as a breast cancer targeting moiety for targeted imaging of breast cancer. VIP was covalently attached to the surface of sterically stabilized liposomes (SSL) that encapsulated a radionuclide, Tc99m-HMPAO. Rats with n-methyl nitrosourea (MNU)-induced in situ breast cancers were used to test this targeted liposomal imaging agent. Specifically, the pharmacokinetics and biodistribution of Tc99m-HMPAO encapsulating SSL with and without VIP were determined together with their ability to image breast cancer. The presence of VIP did not alter the size and Tc99m-HMPAO encapsulation ability of SSL. It also did not alter the pharmacokinetic profile of SSL. Long-circulating liposomes with and without VIP on their surface accumulated at significantly higher quantities in breast cancer when compared to normal breast, indicating passive targeting of these constructs to cancer tissues. Importantly, in breast cancer, Tc99m-HMPAO encapsulating SSL with VIP showed significantly more accumulation than SSL without VIP. The tumor to non-tumor ratio was also significantly higher for Tc99m-HMPAO encapsulating VIP-SSL than Tc99m-HMPAO encapsulating SSL without VIP, suggesting active targeting of VIP-SSL to breast cancer. Collectively, these data showed that Tc99m-HMPAO encapsulating VIP-SSL can be successfully used for the targeted imaging of breast cancer.